
Psychometrics is the process for measuring psychological data to draw inferences

Methods described here have been well described and studied in mainstream 
education. In a few instances, I’ll provide my own judgments and try to be clear when 
doing so.

Also, some of this may be familiar, but some concepts and principles may be new.



The underlying theories for reliability and item analysis we will explore here is 
classic test theory, which is a quick and dirty but efficient in arriving to judgments. 
There are a number of validity theories, and we will touch on a few of them

Will be providing a companion narrative that will go more detail and provide 
coverage of mare advanced topics.

Please open the provided link and view or download the copy of this slide set at 
some point during the presentation – we’ll use some references here for the 
exercises at the end



● How do you define assessment?

● My definition, an interpretation of response and behavioral data to understand 
what a person is thinking, feeling, or how they are performing



● Psychometrics is the science of psychological measures
● It uses response or observational data to draw inferences
● Underlying measurement theory underlying data are psychological traits, 

called constructs. Examples:
○ Aptitude
○ Intelligence
○ Attitudes

● It uses analyses to quantify or estimate 
○ Measurement error: reliability
○ Accuracy of target construct: validity



● We will primarily focusing on the NBME standards for testing, focusing on the 
(by far) most common item type in standardized testing in medical schools, 
single best answer (SBE) multiple choice item (MCQ) and procedures for 
building tests. We will use examples of the statistics that come from MCQ SBE 
tests and the items themselves. I will also touch on assessment issues outside 
of these test types to provide a background for understanding the concepts 
and help you discriminate them

● When we discuss the target construct for standardized testing, we typically 
use the construct of “content mastery”



● I view assessment as interpretation of behaviors/responses in a system, and 
we must create mechanisms to capture the data from this system.

● For reliability with standardized testing, the only components in the system are 
the learner and the tool itself (and its alternative forms). The learner makes a 
choice (behavior) on the item, and we interpret if the person understands the 
task in the item. There are a number of potential sources of measurement 
error in this system, including the ability to deliver a consistent performance 
over time, which could be related to things such as cognitive fatigue, illness, 
and knowledge decay. Sometimes the environment can change, including 
how tests are delivered (e.g., online vs paper) and any distractions within the 
environment. The final source of error is tool precision and any of its alternate 
forms (i.e., different item mix from same item database). We have little control 
in learner temporal stability (although we try to teach good mental health 
hygiene, diet, sleep, etc.) We standardize the test delivery environment by 
requiring it be handled the same way every time. So, as you can see, a poorly 
performing tests may have other explanations other than its precision.



Compare the prior slide to this one. This slide tries to capture the small group 
assessment system. The two new components are the raters, who themselves can 
suffer similar temporal issues ( we sometimes get tired or sick) and the setting. For 
the setting, my experience relates shifting my attention away from some SGL 
members to others, losing opportunities to see the whole SGL process at all times. 
Rater ability relates to being trained and consistent and inter-rater calibration.



Reliability is how well measurement errors are minimized in an assessment 
system. Some people also define this also as  the reproducibility of measures; 
more reproducibility, fewer errors and less reproducibility, more errors. We use 
different statistical tests to quantitate these errors and then judge the results

Mostly, we use single administration methods to address test reliability for SBE 
MCQs, but…



We miss the opportunity to capture the other sources of errors. The companion 
narrative I will be sharing goes more into these alternative methods, but they are 
usually not feasible for standardized testing for curricular applications.

For most medical school standardized tests, to identify the other sources of 
measurement error, requires a qualitative inquiry (e.g., talking to students, proctors, 
etc.)



For most psychometric testing, including reliability, item analysis, and some validity 
statistical tests, an understanding of correlative methods is needed.



What is an acceptable cut-off for reliability correlation coefficients, and how does 
one label the quality, of reliability coefficients? Here is an example. This mostly by 
convention, and most educators would prefer tests have coefficients greater than 
0.7



The most common single administration method reliability coefficient is the KR-20. 
Now, I mentioned earlier that correlation coefficients can range from -1 to +1, but 
KR-20 analyses convert data into variances, which are all positive. So by theory it 
should always be positive.



I’ve been asked by colleagues if shorter (i.e., fewer item) can underestimate the 
reliability coefficient. Yes, this is a phenomenon that is well known, and there is a 
conversion formula (here) to allow estimating if the test was extended to include 
more items



● Example





● Validity relates how well the assessment measures the target constructs. For 
example, some label the goal of standardized testing as “content mastery,” 
i.e., is the test taker sufficiently knowledgeable as defined by the curricular 
standards. This is done by setting cut-offs, for example pass/fail, based upon 
the test performance.

● Validity is dependent upon reliability, so if you have  a poor reliability estimate 
then the validity data in uninterpretable. Also, just because you have 
acceptable reliability coefficients does not necessarily mean that you are 
measuring what you think you are. 



The two most common forms of validity used in standardized testing are face 
validity and content. Face validity is a gestalt on behalf of the test author(s) that the 
items and item mixes reflect the mastery standards.



Content validity requires a more rigorous process to organize, classify and choose 
items based upon instructional objectives and cognitive tasks. A common tool used 
to enhance content validity is a test specification table, or TST. Here is an example 
of a TST that my colleagues and I used to organize our items when we are 
constructing NEW item sets for EBM tests. It has a content dimension (rows) and 
cognitive difficulty (columns) using an amalgam of Bloom’s and Gagne’s learning 
taxonomies. Although taxonomies can help with writing and classifying new items, 
they have limitations, which I will go over later



I’ll briefly touch on other forms of validity since you will sometimes her about them, 
and you may want to explore them for other educational scholarly activities 
(assessment research).

Internal structure methods attempt to use one test to see if hypotheses hold up

Factor Analysis
Group Difference Analysis

You can read a little more about these in the companion narrartive



● External criteria methods require other assessments to make comparative 
judgments

● Some people consider all these methods for construct validity, whereas others 
will state that these use different underlying theoretical assumptions

● The companion piece goes into more detail



Sometimes we want to have idea why a test performed well or why it performed 
poorly. Two item analysis methods, item difficulty and item discrimination, help 
better understand how item design impacts overall test statistics.



Item difficulty



● Item discrimination attempts to compare how low test performers compared to 
high test performers

● READ
● I prefer biserial or point biserial, since they use ALL items in the analyses





● How can we judge good item discrimination (D). D is theoretically limited by 
item difficulty. This should be intuitive; If P is 0 no one got it right so we cannot 
differentiate high and low performers. Some if P is 1. At 0.5, the theoretical 
maximum is 1.0. But along the way, the green line represents how high you 
can expect D to perform.



You may have heard for other educators that any item with a D of 0.2 or higher is 
acceptable. As you can see from the prior slide, this makes no sense. A D of 0.2 is 
excellent for a P of 0.9, but would be poor for an item with a P of 0.5.

Due to measurement error using smaller samples, I accept a D of about half or 
greater for the theoretical ranges determined by each range of Ps. This table 
represents cutoffs using this approach that I use. 



Earlier we mentioned that taxonomies are often used to classify NEW items. They 
have drawbacks for assigning them to a TST. Read this question; where would it 
fall on Blooms’ cognitive difficulty range? Concepts? Analysis?

An important approach to labeling, organizing and choose items for a test for 
difficulty: ALWAYS USE ITEM QUANTIATIVE STATISTICS (DIFFULTY) WHEN 
YOU HAVE THIS, AND USE THIS DATA PREFERETNIALLY



● A study using item data selection for a TST and hitting targets for reliability, 
normative targets (mean) and predictive validity for the Step 1



● Talk about stem analysis briefly



● Add diagram of perfect distractor






